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HOW WILL YOU
RESPOND?
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THERE ARE THREE COURSES OF ACTION ONE CAN
TAKE AGAINST BULLYING: IGNORE, RESPOND, OR TELL

Sometimes it can be difficult to decide which course of
action is best for your situation. These guidelines can
help you when making that decision.

IGNORE: When the bully is just trying to get a reaction out of
you. Sometimes a bully just wants a rise out of their target.

RESPOND: When the comment or action is not hostile. You do
not want to end up in a dangerous situation. If you feel as
though you won't end up in a dangerous situation, you can
respond, and they may back down and leave you alone. Have
a firm comeback to the bully like, "Stop talking about me," or
"That's not true."

TELL: If your physical well-being is threatened, tell a trusted
adult immediately. If someone violates you to the point it’s
really bothersome, tell a trusted adult. In any situation you
feel like you need help, tell a trusted adult. Someone will help
you. 
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HOW WILL YOU
RESPOND?
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Now that you know the different courses of action, write
your own personal guidelines for your situation. 

I will ignore bullying when __________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

I will respond to bullying when _____________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

I will tell someone I trust when a bully _____________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Usually, my course of action for my specific circumstances
is to ____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
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SELF-ESTEEM
WEEKLY CHECK IN
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Every week for the next 4 weeks, do a weekly self-
esteem check-in. It’s important to prioritize building

your self-esteem.

This week I have felt:

I have felt this way because: ______________________________
______________________________________________________________

Highlight from this week: ____________________________________
Lowlight from this week: ____________________________________

How do I want next week to improve?: ____________________
________________________________________________________________
What can I do for next week to be better?: ________________
________________________________________________________________

What have I done in the past week to prioritize my well-
being?: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Week: ____/____/______ - ____/____/______
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This week I have felt:

I have felt this way because ________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Highlight from this week: ___________________________________
Lowlight from this week: ____________________________________

How do I want next week to improve?: ____________________
________________________________________________________________
What can I do for next week to be better?: ________________
________________________________________________________________

What have I done in the past week to prioritize my well-
being?: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Week: ____/____/______ - ____/____/______
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This week I have felt:

I have felt this way because ________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Highlight from this week: ___________________________________
Lowlight from this week: ____________________________________

How do I want next week to improve?: ____________________
________________________________________________________________
What can I do for next week to be better?: ________________
________________________________________________________________

What have I done in the past week to prioritize my well-
being?: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Week: ____/____/______ - ____/____/______
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SELF-ESTEEM
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This week I have felt:

Highlight from this week: ___________________________________
Lowlight from this week: ____________________________________

How do I want next week to improve?: ____________________
________________________________________________________________
What can I do for next week to be better?: ________________
________________________________________________________________

What have I done in the past week to prioritize my well-
being?: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Week: ____/____/______ - ____/____/______

I have felt this way because ________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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COPING SKILLS
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Being the target of bullying can negatively impact you in
many ways. Remember, you do not have to endure this
situation in silence, you are not alone. There are many
ways to cope and respond to bullying. 

Report the Bullying
Report the situation to a trusted individual in your life
(parent, teacher, coach, etc.) as soon as possible. This
person can support you and help you make a plan to
end the bullying. 

Never Keep It a Secret
It’s understandable that you may be uncomfortable
talking about being targeted by a bully. But when
sharing your experience with someone you trust, they
can help you. Don’t ever think you have to go through
this alone! 

Remember, It’s Not Your Fault
At times, you may feel scared, lonely, embarrassed, or
helpless, but being a victim of bullying is not your fault. 
Whenever you feel negative about yourself, remind
yourself that it’s NOT your fault!
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Walk Away from the Bully
It may be in your best interest to ignore the bully. Not
reacting does not give them satisfaction. In some
circumstances, walk away and tell someone you trust
immediately.

If You are in Danger, Call 911
If you are in danger and need help, call 911 for help and
support. 

Some Forms of Bullying Are Criminal Offenses
Physical violence, sexual harassment, hate speech, and
discriminatory harassment are all criminal offenses. Most
schools have policies that address these issues and get
the police involved. If you are getting bullied where these
policies are not enforced, contact the police and report it.

Seek Professional Support
It can be beneficial for your mental health to talk to a
counselor or therapist. They can help you cope. 

How will you cope?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
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